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Quantum suppression of shot noise in field emitters

O. M. Bulashenko* and J. M. Rubı´
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~Received 30 September 2002; revised manuscript received 13 January 2003; published 19 March 2003!

We have analyzed the shot noise of electron emission under strong applied electric fields within the
Landauer-Bu¨ttiker scheme. In contrast to the previous studies of vacuum-tube emitters, we show that in new
generation electron emitters, scaled down to the nanometer dimensions, shot noise much smaller than the
Schottky noise is observable. Carbon nanotube field emitters are among possible candidates to observe the
effect of shot-noise suppression caused by quantum partitioning.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Almost a century ago, Schottky pointed out that if ele
trons are emitted as discrete particles independently of e
other, current fluctuations are to be expected with the no
power: SI52qI, with q the elementary charge andI the
mean current.1 This phenomenon, called the ‘‘shot effect’’ b
Schottky, was later observed in vacuum tubes,2,3 in nice
agreement with his prediction.

During the last two decades, the shot effect~now called
shot noise! has been discovered and intensively studied
mesoscopic phase-coherent conductors.4 In a quantum point
contact ~QPC!, for instance, the current-noise power w
found to beSI52qI (12T), whereT is the transmission
probability ~for one-channel transmission!. In this formula,
the noise is suppressed by the factor 12T relative to the
Schottky result, thereby predicting zero noise for perf
transmission~see experimental evidence.5–7! In both cases,
in QPC’s and vacuum tubes, the granularity of charge
manifested in the shot noise, although the source of rand
ness is different:8 In QPC, the randomness appears in t
transmission process due to the quantum partitioning
tween the incoming and outgoing states~the incoming carri-
ers are noiseless!. In contrast, in vacuum tubes, the random
ness is an inherent property of the emitter caused by the
fluctuations.

An interesting question then arises: Is it possible to
serve the quantum partition noise in electron emission, in
same way as in QPC’s, with the noise power suppres
below the 2qI value? The related question—whether t
shot noise in Schottky’s vacuum tube is classical—has b
addressed recently by Scho¨nenberger, Oberholzer, Sukho
rukov and Grabert.9,10 The authors showed that for th
vacuum-tube parameters typical for the earlier stages of
velopment of vacuum electronics,3 the quantum partitioning
in electron emission is absent, and consequently the
noise observed in Schottky’s vacuum tubes is classical.

In this paper we show that in new generation elect
emitters, scaled down to the nanometer dimensions,
noise much smaller than the Schottky noise, due to a qu
tum partitioning effect, is observable. Moreover, two diffe
ent sources of randomness—thermal agitations and quan
partitioning—may act together governing the electron em
sion noise.11 A rapidly growing field of nanoscale electronic
suggests to us various examples of electron emitters in w
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this phenomenon may be tested: the nanotube fi
emitters,12–14 the composite emitters coated by wide-ban
gap, low-work-function, and/or negative-electron-affini
materials,15–17 diamondlike emitters,18,19 among others.

II. SHOT NOISE IN ELECTRON EMISSION

We start by considering the electron emission as a qu
tum scattering problem within the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker frame-
work. The transverse and longitudinal motion of electro
are assumed to be separable, so that one can specify
quantum channels associated with transverse modes, an
fine the scattering states. The equation for the mean cur
in a phase-coherent conductor attached to two electron
ervoirs with different chemical potentials reads20

I 5
q

p\E d«~ f L2 f R!Tr~ t†t!, ~1!

wheref L,R(«) are the energy distribution functions at the le
~L! and right~R! reservoirs,t is the matrix of the transmis
sion amplitudes,4,20 and the trace is taken over all the tran
mission channels at energy«. For definiteness, the left res
ervoir is considered as an emitter, and the right reservoir
which an external positive bias is applied, as a collector.
assume that the ‘‘quantum conductor’’ between the two r
ervoirs could also be a vacuum gap. At the surface of
emitter—between the emitter-vacuum or emitter-semic
ductor interface—a potential barrier exists, which limits t
current and scatters the emitted electrons~only elastic scat-
tering is assumed!. Thus the transmission matrixt is related
to as the scattering on the potential barrier.

The zero-frequency current-noise power for a tw
terminal quantum conductor is given by20,21

SI52G0E d«$@ f L~12 f L!1 f R~12 f R!# Tr~ t†tt†t!

1@ f L~12 f R!1 f R~12 f L!#@Tr~ t†t!2Tr~ t†tt†t!#%,

~2!

with G05q2/p\ the unit of conductance. For sufficientl
high biases, all the states in the collector at energies co
sponding to the occupied states at the emitter~that contribute
©2003 The American Physical Society22-1
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to the emission! are empty. Hence one can takef R50. In
this case, the steady-state emission current in the bas
eigenchannels becomes

I 5
q

p\ (
n
E d« fTn , ~3!

whereTn are the transmission probabilities associated witn
quantum channels at energy«. Hereafter, we drop the sub
index L at the occupation numbersf, since only the emitter
contact contributes to the current and noise. The noise po
~2! for the unidirectional injection becomes

SI52G0(
n
E d«@ f ~12 f !T n

21 fTn~12Tn!#

[SI
em1SI

part. ~4!

This formula describes the spectral density of current fl
tuations of an electron emitter. It unifies two sources of r
domness:~i! the probabilistic occupation of states in th
emitter ~through the functionf ) and ~ii ! the probabilistic
reflection and transmission at the interface barrier~through
the probabilitiesTn). The first source of randomness is in
mately related to intrinsic thermal agitations of the emit
and can be associated with the first term in Eq.~4!. Since
f (12 f )52kBT(] f /]«), this term is related to a therma
broadening of the occupation numbers at the Fermi le
Note that it vanishes at zero temperature, but dominate
the absence of partitioning when all transmission coefficie
Tn are either 0 or 1, and hence can be interpreted as
emission shot noise. The second source of randomness as
ciated with the last term in Eq.~4! is caused by quantum
partitioning and the fact that charge is carried by discr
portions ~shot effect!. It only contributes for transmission
probabilitiesTnÞ0,1, it does not vanish at zero temperatu
and can be called thepartition shot noise. It is clear that both
noise sources act together and cannot be separate
general.9,10 For future analysis, it is convenient, however,
introduce the notations for the emission noiseSI

em and the
partition noiseSI

part according to the above discussion.
Equation~4! can be used to calculate the noise power

the emitter with an arbitrary number of quantum channe
The problem can be simplified by assuming that the interf
of the emitter is plane and its transversal area is large c
pared with wavelength~a large number of channels!. Then,
the summation over the transverse channels can be rep
by integration over the transversal energyE' , which can be
performed giving

SI52GS

kBT

EF
H E

0

` T 2~E!

11e(E2EF)/kBT
dE

1E
0

`

T~E!@12T~E!# ln@11e(EF2E)/kBT#dEJ , ~5!

where GS5(kF
2A/4p) G0 is the Sharvin conductance,EF

5\2kF
2/(2m) is the Fermi energy,A is the cross sectiona

area, andT(E) is the transmission probability at the longitu
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dinal energyE5«2E' . Now, we can verify Eqs.~4! and~5!
for two practical cases: thermionic emission and field em
sion.

A. Thermionic emission

When the potential barrier is wide on the scale of t
wavelength, one can neglect tunneling. In this case, an
preciable emission current can be achieved, for instance
heating the emitter, so that thermally excited electrons esc
above the barrier. The transmission probability takes the
ues 1 forE.Fb and 0 forE,Fb , whereFb is the barrier
height ~quantum reflection for overbarrier electrons is neg
gible for a sufficiently smooth potential!. Thus the partition
term vanishes and the noise contains only the emission~ther-
mionic! contribution:

SI'SI
em52G0(

n*
E d« f ~12 f !, ~6!

where the summation is taken for open channels only.
wide multichannel emitters with equilibrium Fermi-Dira
electrons@see Eq.~5!#, Eq. ~6! is reduced to

SI52GS

~kBT!2

EF
ln@11e(EF2Fb)/kBT#. ~7!

This formula gives the 2qI Schottky value, wheneverEF
,Fb23kBT, which is a condition for a nondegenera
Maxwell-Boltzmann injection ~Richardson-Laue-Dushma
regime of thermionic emission.22! For a degenerate injection
EF*Fb , the noise is suppressed below the Schottky va
by the factor23 F0(z)/F1(z), wherez5(EF2Fb)/kBT, and
Fk is the Fermi-Dirac integral of indexk. This suppression is
caused by Fermi correlations imposed by the Pauli exclus
principle ~see Ref. 23 for the details!. Note that for metallic
cathodes used in vacuum tubes,3 the work function is about 4
eV, which is much larger with respect tokBT, so that only
nondegenerate injection with the full shot noise is possibl24

as was observed in the experiment.3

B. Field emission

The potential barrier at the emitter can be narrowed
applying a strong electric field, so that electrons can
pulled out from the cold emitter via quantum tunneling.25 In
this case, the partition noise is expected to be the domina
source of noise:

SI'SI
part52G0(

n
E d« fTn~12Tn!. ~8!

By applying this formula again to Fermi-Dirac electrons in
wide emitter under the conditionkBT!EF , we obtain the
noise which is independent of temperature,

SI52GSE
0

EFT~E!@12T~E!#S 12
E

EF
DdE. ~9!

In the Fowler-Nordheim regime of field emission,25 when the
Fermi energy of the emitter is much below the barrier to
2-2
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QUANTUM SUPPRESSION OF SHOT NOISE IN FIELD . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B67, 115322 ~2003!
the transmission probability for electrons at the Fermi le
~which mostly contribute to the emission! is small,22 T!1. It
can be verified that in this regime, Eq.~9! gives the Schottky
2qI law.

C. Poissonian versus non-Poissonian emission

Summarizing these two examples, one can conclude
the Schottky noise, which is the noise produced by indep
dently injected electrons~Poissonian process!, may occur un-
der two physically different conditions:4 ~i! the low occupa-
tion numbers,f !1, when electrons are initially Poissonia
and remain Poissonian after passing the barrier with w
ever probability; ~ii ! the low transmission probability,T
!1, when the incoming electrons may be initially noisele
but after tunneling through the barrier, the outgoing flo
becomes diluted and obeys a Poissonian statistics. Altho
in both cases, the noise power is given by the Schottky
SI52qI, in the former case its value is sensitive to the te
perature, while in the latter case it is not. This fact may
used in the experiment to distinguish these two mechanis

Now it is clear under which conditions one should exp
a deviation from the 2qI law. It is the case when both th
occupation numbersf and the transmission probabilitiesT are
not small with respect to 1. This is precisely the situation t
may occur in novel field emitters. The requirements of stro
electric currents under low voltages led research inter
towards low-work-function materials~low potential barriers!
and sharp emitter tips~narrow potential barriers!. For in-
stance, extremely high electric fields;108 V/cm are
achieved in nanotube emitters due to a geometric field
hancement in high-aspect-ratio tips.26 For combinations of
work-function, field, and temperature parameters in many
these emitters, an appreciable part of electron emission o
nates from energy levels in the vicinity~below and above! of
the potential barrier. To estimate the noise in this case,
should use general formulas given by Eq.~4! or ~5!, in which
the transmission coefficients must be known in a wide
ergy range, below and above the barrier.

III. SHOT NOISE FOR EMISSION THROUGH A
TRIANGULAR BARRIER

In this paper, we consider the model that consists o
simplified triangular representation of the barrier with on
two parameters: the height of the barrierFb and the slope
determined by the electric fieldF:

V~x!5H 0, x,0,

Fb2qFx, x>0.
~10!

The potential barrier heightFb is equal to the electron affin
ity for semiconductors, and for metals it is a sum of the wo
function and the chemical potential.22 We neglect the round
ing off the barrier due to the image interaction. Although th
may cause some quantitative error, such a consideration
ables the exact solution of the Schro¨dinger equation in terms
of Airy functions and thus an exact evaluation of the elect
transmission probability in the whole energy range includ
the barrier top, which is not allowed in the WKB scheme27
11532
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The transmission probabilityT(E) for an arbitrary incident
energyE ~below and above the barrier top! can be repre-
sented by a unique analytical formula~see the Appendix!.

To illustrate the results for the current emission noi
consider the emitter atT5300 K with EF54 eV, in which,
for simplicity, the electron effective mass for the emitter a
the barrier is the same. The noise spectral densitiesSI calcu-
lated from Eq.~5! are plotted in Fig. 1 as functions of th
electric fieldF for different barrier heights~work functions!
W5Fb2EF . The zero-field limitF→0 corresponds to the
emission over a rectangular-step barrier with no tunneli
for which T(E,Fb)→0. In this limit, the noise power is
determined by the relative position of the Fermi level w
respect to the barrier top. ForW*0.15 eV, the injection is
nondegenerate and, consequently,SI

em}*Fb

` T 2e2E/kBTdE

and SI
part}*Fb

` T(12T)e2E/kBTdE. Their sum gives the full

Schottky noise:SI}*Fb

` Te2E/kBTdE52qI. Since the trans-

mission probabilities are not exactly equal to 1 for all t
energiesE.Fb ~there is a finite reflection due to a sha
potential change!, both terms contribute to the noise. It
also seen from Fig. 1 that forW&0.15 eV, the noise at low
fields is expected to be smaller than the Schottky value. T
is the case of a degenerate injection, for which the quadr
terms;T 2 in the two contributions do not cancel, in contra
to the previous case of a nondegenerate injection. The n
suppression effect here originates from the Fermi statist
correlations under the condition of current partitioning.

Although the caseW,0.15 eV for the field emitters is
likely to occur,16,29 the most typical case in practice is th
opposite conditionW.0.15 eV. In this case, at low fields
the current noise is the full Schottky noise. Our prediction
that when the electric field increases, there exists a thres
value, at which the noise starts to drop down the Schot
value~see Fig. 1!. It can be explained by the fact that as th
electric field increases, the barrier becomes thinner, the tr

FIG. 1. Current-noise powerSI normalized to the Schottky
value 2qI as a function of the electric fieldF for electron emission
through a triangular potential barrier. The curves are plotted
various potential barrier heights~i.e., work functions W5Fb

2EF , with EF54 eV).
2-3
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mission probability increases, and the noise starts to d
down due to the 12T factor @see Eq.~9!#. It is worth noting
that this drop is a quantum phenomenon. The quantum
certainty of whether the electron has been transmi
through or reflected by the barrier is a source of randomn
which produces the partition noise}T(12T). For pure clas-
sical transmission, when the probabilities of transmission
different energies are either 0 or 1, the quantum partit
noise does not appear and the noise of the emitted elec
is governed by the first term on the right-hand side of E
~5!, which gives the 2qI law with no drop. We would like to
highlight that the suppression effect caused by quantum
titioning is independent of the degeneracy of electrons. E
for a fully degenerate case at zero temperature, for wh
electrons initially are noiseless, after passing the barrier t
acquire a partition noise with a suppression level sensitiv
the transmission coefficient.

The threshold value for the electric field, for which th
shot-noise suppression becomes clearly visible, may
roughly estimated from Eq.~A4! by taking the value for the
tunneling probability at the Fermi energy to beT(EF)
'0.1. It is seen from Fig. 1 that for the work function 4 e
this threshold field is about 3 V/nm; for the work function
eV, it is ;2 V/nm, and for 2 eV, it is;1 V/nm, values that
do not seem unrealistic.13,14 The threshold field may also b
decreased by choosing the emitter with a high effective m
of electrons ~e.g., of heavy-fermion materials!, since the
transmission probability~A4! is sensitive to the ratio of the
effective masses. The barrier lowering due to a s
consistent potential redistribution may also decrease
threshold field value. Note that for negative affinity mate
als, the quantum suppression of shot noise should be
served for arbitrarily small fields.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have calculated the shot noise powe
electron emission under the action of strong applied elec
fields. Within the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker scheme, we have show
that the emission noise is governed by two different stoch
tic processes acting together—thermal agitations and q
tum partitioning. The analytical formula for the noise pow
which unifies these two sources of randomness, has b
analyzed. This formula, in the limit of a wide potential ba
rier ~no tunneling!, describes the shot noise of thermion
emission, which may be either Poissonian for a nondege
ate injection ~Richardson-Laue-Dushman regime!, or non-
Poissonian for a degenerate injection. Under field-emiss
conditions, the noise recovers the full Schottky noise in
Fowler-Nordheim regime.

Our results indicate that in order to observe the shot-no
suppression in field emitters below the Schottky level, th
are at least two possibilities:~i! by lowering the work func-
tion W; then, the noise starts to be sub-Poissonian be
some valueW at arbitrarily small fields;~ii ! for high-work-
function materials, by increasing the electric fieldF at the
emitter tip, e.g., by employing the nanotube emitters; th
the noise starts to be sub-Poissonian above some thres
value F. Note that precisely in the regime when the sh
11532
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noise deviates from the Schottky law, the Fowler-Nordhe
plots@ ln(I/F2) vs 1/F] no longer follow the straight lines.13,22

The measurements of the noise suppression value~with re-
spect to the Poissonian value! may provide additional data on
the work function and the electric field at the emitter tip
important information not available from the current-volta
characteristics alone ~especially for new unknown
materials!.13 Since the noise is sensitive to the injection e
ergy profile,30 the noise measurements may serve as a s
stitution for direct field-emission energy profile measu
ments.

It is clear why the quantum partitioning has not been o
served in noise measurements on metal-cathode vac
tubes a long time ago, at the earlier stages of the deve
ment of vacuum electronics.3 In those experiments, the
electric-field values at the emitter were no more than 0.0
V/nm, which is too low to see the effect on 4 eV wor
function materials. We are not aware of shot-noise meas
ments under field emission at stronger fields. The typi
values obtained from old literature22 indicate fields of about
2–5 V/nm, and in novel nanotube field emitters they are e
greater.13,14 We believe that in such conditions, the quantu
suppression of shot noise is observable. Besides the nano
emitters, the suitable candidates to observe the shot-n
suppression could be the composite emitters coated by w
band-gap, low-work-function, and/or negative-electro
affinity materials,15–17 or diamond-like emitters.18,19
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APPENDIX: TRANSMISSION PROBABILITY

The transmission coefficient can be found as a solution
the scattering problem for a one-dimensional potential b
rier, since it depends only on the energy of the longitudi
motion E. The time-independent Schro¨dinger equation is
given by

2
\2

2m*

d2c

dx2
1V~x!c5E c, ~A1!

in which the potentialV is defined by Eq.~10!. We assume
that, in general, the electron effective massm* in Eq. ~A1!
may differ for the emitter and the barrier:m* 5me for x
,0 andm* 5mb for x.0.

The solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation for the constan
potential are the plain waves, while for the linear potent
the solutions are given by the Airy functions:

c~x,0!5aeikx1b e2 ikx,

c~x.0!5t$Bi@kA~w2x!#1 i Ai @kA~w2x!#%, ~A2!
2-4
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wherek5A2meE/\ is the momentum of the incident elec
tron, kA5(2mbqF/\2)1/3 is the characteristic momentum i
the arguments of the Airy functions dependent on the fie
and w5(Fb2E)/(qF) is the coordinate where the Air
functions change from monotonic to oscillatory behavior~for
positive values,w is just the barrier width at energyE).
Since we calculate the transmission, the solutionc(x.0)
corresponds to the outgoing wave atx→`.28

From the continuity of the wave function and the curre
conservation at the interface, we obtain the transmission
plitude
s.

e,

ab

ko

y

l.

.

.

n,

11532
,

t
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t5
4a

Bi~z!2s Ai 8~z!1 i @Ai ~z!1s Bi8~z!#
, ~A3!

wheres5(kA /k)(me /mb) and the prime on the Airy func-
tions indicates a derivative with respect to the argumenz
5kAw. The incident and transmitted current densities cor
sponding to the wave functions~A2! are found asj inc
5(\k/me)uau2 and j trans5(\kA /pmb)utu2. Therefore, the
transmission coefficient for a given incident momentumk is
T5 j trans/ j inc5(kAme /pkmb)utu2/uau2, which finally gives
T~E!5
4

21~p/s!@Ai2~z!1Bi2~z!#1ps@Ai 82~z!1Bi82~z!#
, ~A4!

in which the energy dependence appears through both the momentumk in the parameters and the argument of the Airy
functionsz52mb(Fb2E)/(\2kA

2).
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